
 

 

 

  

Sunday morning in Cape Town…pouring down with rain… 

So how lekker is Oscar Pistorius and Western Province and how kak is the English cricket team and the 
Springboks?  I’m going to have to stop sitting on the fence and start supporting just one country…it’s getting 
too complicated trying to follow both. 

Spent some time this week preparing a leadership & motivation course that I’m going to run in Bangkok in 3 
weeks.  I don’t often get to develop new products and courses these days and it was good to revisit basics 
again. 

More words with the printer.  They’re doing an OK job and seem at last to value me as a customer.  Good job 
the loft’s finished…I’m going to need the space. 

Home Affairs have promised to give me a decision on my various residence applications this month…but then 
if you believe that you’ll be an optimist.  I’ve only been waiting 2 years! 

Remember:  @tom_beasor for daily neg tweets and @sdisouthafrica for daily SDI tweets.  The daily 
negotiation message is also posted on LinkedIn.   Feel free to connect and re-tweet. 
 
If you’d like to purchase 500 Negotiation Tips for $9.95 then click Negotiate for Value below for an immediate 
download via Paypal.  If you’d like to teach yourself to negotiate then purchase Business Negotiation for a 
step by step guide. 
 
Have a good one  
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I’ve managed to sort out my mobile phone needs.  I’m going to get a Samsung Galaxy S111 next month when I’m 

back in the UK and then I’ll be able to jailbreak it so that I can use it as a PAYG phone in South Africa.  It’s the 

most cost effective way forward and I think the Samsung has better functionality and is certainly cheaper than the 

iphone equivalent. 

 

I didn’t have a bug in my system after all…it was just some malfunctioning software which needed to be uninstalled 

and reinstalled.  Back to normal but I’m better covered now against Malware and Spyware…and for free as well. 

 

 

 

WARWICK, R.I. (AP) — A Rhode Island woman has been accused by her neighbors of violating an animal-noise 

ordinance by training her cockatoo to cuss. 

The Providence Journal reports that Lynne Taylor is accused in Warwick municipal court of training the bird, Willy, 

to say expletives. 

The bird allegedly aimed the invectives at the neighbors, who happen to be Taylor's ex-husband and his girlfriend. 

A municipal judge on Thursday denied Taylor's request to dismiss the case. 

The neighbors, Kathleen Melker and Craig Fontaine, say they have been subjected to repeated curses from the 

bird, at one point for 15 minutes at a time. 

The animal noise ordinance imposes a small fine on any pet owner whose animal creates habitual noise. 

A judge has issued restraining orders telling both women to have no contact. 
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Overpayments 

Twice in recent months I’ve been paid twice for the same piece of work.  Each time it was an 
error and each time I got back to the client and told them. 
 
Ironically one client refused to agree with me and denied paying me twice.  Sometimes the 
angels smile on you. 
 
In the other case we’ve sorted it out and are going to carry it as a credit against further work. 
 
When I’m a customer and a one off supplier invoices me incorrectly I have a crisis of conscience 
about telling them.  I’d like to think I always told them…but sometimes temptation gets in the way. 
 
When I’m a supplier it’s easy.  I always take the long view and I never want to antagonise a good 
long term customer. 
 
I know that you have to survive the short term to get to the long term…but there’s no mileage in 
swindling the short term and then finding there’s no long term. 
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Fight the easy battles 

I’m a battle hardened poker player with well over 1 million hands played. 
 
Today I was playing and I raised…(good hand, AK)…I was immediately re-raised by a villain and 
then re-raised again by another villain.  I couldn’t get rid of my hand quick enough. 
 
Both of these opponents obviously held good to excellent hands and there was no mileage in 
risking my money against them.  I took a small loss instead of a big risk of losing even more. 
 
Negotiation is very much like this.  For small sums in low risk situations I’m really not interested in 
chiseling people for pennies and cents.  They can have that one.   
 
I’m also not much interested in risking the family fortune in high risk/reward situations.  I’m a 
conservative risk taker. 
 
But…when the money’s on the table and it’s a legitimate and calculated risk and reward then it’s 
Tally Ho and off we go negotiating for all we’re worth.  I just love buying cars! 
 
Be aggressive when it’s in your interests to get a high reward but never let taking a risk become a 
gamble.  Negotiators are generally very conservative and reluctant gamblers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


